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A new single-shot technique based on linear spectral interferometry between a temporally short reader pulse and a
temporally long probe pulse is demonstrated for measuring the spatiotemporal phase and amplitude of an optical
probe for use as an ultrafast diagnostic. The probe spatiotemporal field information is recovered, with a resolution
set by the duration of the reader pulse, by applying a single Fourier transform operation to the interferogram image,
without need of any reference data. The techniquewas used in conjunction with electro-optic sampling tomeasure
waveforms of coherent, ultrashort THz pulses emitted by electron bunches from a laser-plasma accelerator with
sub- 50 fs resolution. The presence of strong spatiotemporal coupling in the THz waveforms and of complex tem-
poral electron-bunch structure was determined. © 2010 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 190.1900, 300.6495, 300.6500.

1. INTRODUCTION
Optical probing has long been an important tool for the char-
acterization of ultrafast phenomena because of its versatility,
sensitivity, and ability to resolve both spatial and temporal fea-
tures with high resolution. Because of its simplicity, the con-
figuration most commonly used to probe temporal dynamics
is a multishot one in which the delay of a probe pulse shorter
than the features to be resolved is scanned. However, this ap-
proach is impractical for experiments done at low repetition
rates or those in which the signal varies significantly from shot
to shot, motivating the development of techniques capable of
recording temporal variations in a single shot. Such is the case
for the field of THz-time-domain spectroscopy (TDS), which
relies on optical mapping of the electric-field temporal wave-
forms of pulses of THz radiation via a technique known as
electro-optic sampling (EOS) [1–4]. In EOS, the THz pulse in-
duces a transient birefringence in an electro-optically active
crystal, which results in a polarization rotation of a copropa-
gating optical probe pulse. The rotation is then converted to a
temporal amplitude modulation by a polarizer.

THz-TDS has seen a dramatic surge in recent years because
of the utility of ultrashort THz pulses as probes in an increas-
ingly wide range of applications. For some applications, such
as the characterization of current dynamics in semi- and
superconductors (e.g., [5–7]), a scanning configuration can
be implemented successfully because of the use of high-
repetition-rate (kHz) lasers and the stability of the material
response function. For many other applications, such as the
diagnosis of electron-bunch durations in laser–plasma accel-
erators (LPAs) [8], single-shot detection is critical due to the
large shot-to-shot variability and the low repetition rates of
high-intensity laser systems. As a result, a large body of work
has been done to develop single-shot, EOS-based optical tech-

niques that satisfy the needs of these applications [2–4,9–18].
Each, however, has had significant limitations.

Single-shot EOS was first achieved by a technique named
“spectral encoding,” in which a chirped pulse was used to pro-
vide a mapping between time and wavelength [10]. Spectral
encoding, however, was plagued by a loss of temporal resolu-
tion due to the modification of the time–wavelength mapping
caused by the encoding process, which produced distortions
in the measurement [12,13,19]. This shortcoming was later ad-
dressed by combining the chirped probe with a temporally
short pulse in a second-harmonic cross-correlation geometry
[14,15], providing high temporal resolution in the tens of fem-
toseconds. However, this technique has the disadvantage that
it requires high probe intensities and, thus, expensive ampli-
fied lasers in order to get adequate signal. In addition, because
the temporal signal is encoded spatially and the probe laser is
focused at the interaction, spatial information about the THz
pulses is lost. As the THz pulses in many of these applications
are few to single cycle, implying relative bandwidths of order
unity, the focused THz waveforms can exhibit strong spatio-
temporal coupling due to a large variation of the Gaussian
beam parameters over the spectrum [20]. Failure to resolve
the spatial variations can, therefore, result in a loss of critical
information.

In this article, a new technique named temporal electric-
field cross correlation (TEX) is presented that overcomes
the previous limitations, allowing measurement of THz wave-
forms with high temporal resolution and simultaneously pro-
viding one-dimensional spatial information. TEX is based on
the measurement of the linear cross correlation of a chirped
probe with a compressed reader pulse using spectral inter-
ferometry. The full electric-field information of the optical
probe, convolved with that of the short reader, is retrieved,
allowing signals to be encoded onto either the phase or the
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amplitude of the probe, or both. This dual capability is not
present in previous EO methods and makes TEX applicable
to the measurement of a wide range of phenomena beyond
EOS. Because the detection is linear, TEX can be implemen-
ted with low-cost, unamplified laser systems, and because it
does not require focusing of the optical probe, spatial informa-
tion can be recorded and retrieved. The temporal detection
window is easily tunable in the several picosecond range
by adjusting the chirp of the probe pulse, and the temporal
resolution of the phase and amplitude retrieval is set by the
duration of the short reader pulse, which convolves the signal.
Implementation of TEX to measure waveforms of intense THz
pulses from an LPA is also demonstrated. Electrons experien-
cing a dielectric transition (such as a metallic foil or a plasma–
vacuum boundary [21,22]) emit coherent transition radiation
(CTR) in the THz regime. The temporal and spectral proper-
ties of the THz radiation are strongly correlated to the
electron-bunch temporal structure, making it an ideal diagnos-
tic for ultrashort electron bunches.

It should be noted that the ability to retrieve the full electric
field of an optical probe is not unique to TEX, but is shared by
other techniques, such as frequency domain holography
(FDH) and single-shot supercontinuum spectral interferome-
try (SSSI) [23–25]. The key advantage of TEX over FDH and
SSSI is that recovery of the probe amplitude and phase does
not require any reference data and is obtained from the TEX
interferograms by a single Fourier transform (FT) operation,
making it significantly easier to use than the others. By con-
trast, FDH and SSSI provide the pure electric-field retrieval of
the probe without convolution.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Figure 1 shows the setup for TEX implemented on an
LPA-based THz source [1,21,26]. Using !400mJ, 800 nm,
45 fs pulses focused into a 2 mm gas jet of helium, electron
bunches with large energy spreads and subpicosecond bunch
durations were produced, resulting in the generation of CTR
in the range of 0–4 THz. A portion of the radially polarized
cone of THz emission was asymmetrically sampled by collec-
tion with an off-axis parabola (OAP). The resulting collimated

beam of THz was primarily linearly polarized, with a residual
transversely polarized component analytically estimated to be
at the 10% level. The THz beam was then refocused with a
second OAP onto a 200 !m thick gallium phosphide (GaP)
crystal cut along h1; 1; 0i. An optical pulse split from the pump
beam that generated the electrons was overcompressed, re-
sulting in a temporally chirped pulse (“probe”) with a FWHM
duration of 2 ps. A second fully compressed optical pulse
(“reader”), measured to have a FWHM duration of 45 fs, was
also split from the pump beam. The probe and the THz pulses
were overlapped colinearly in the GaP crystal, resulting in the
EO interaction. A polarizer was used to purify the polarization
state of the incident probe, and a second polarizer (referred to
as an “analyzer”) was used to convert polarization rotations
into amplitude modulations. A quarter wave plate was used
to offset the transmission to the 50% level, allowing both po-
sitive and negative THz fields to be resolved. The transmitted
probe pulse was then combined colinearly with, but tempo-
rally offset from, the reader and sent into a 0:27 m imaging
spectrometer with a 14 bit, 1 MP cooled CCD detector, pro-
ducing a spectral interferogram image (“TEXogram”). A pair
of achromatic lenses was used to image the interaction plane
to the input plane of the spectrometer, where the spectometer
slit is used to select a spatiotemporal slice of the probe.

The choice to encode the THz signal onto either the ampli-
tude or the phase of the probe field is made by appropriately
choosing the polarization state of the incident probe (Fig. 2). If
the polarization is aligned at 45° to the principal axes of the
THz-induced index ellipsoid, the probe polarization will be ro-
tated in proportion to the THz field strength [27,28], but the
phase-shift contribution from each of the axes will cancel, re-
sulting in pure amplitude modulation [Fig. 2(a)]. However, if
the probe polarization is aligned along one of the principal
axes, the probe will experience a temporally varying phase
shift, but no polarization rotation, resulting in pure phase
modulation [Fig. 2(b)]. For other polarization states, the
THz imprint is mixed between phase and amplitude with a
strongly nonlinear dependence on the field strength, making
waveform retrieval unreliable.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the TEX detection scheme.

Fig. 2. (a) Amplitude-encoding geometry. The probe polarization is
aligned between the principal axes !Ŝ"; Ŝ"

# of the THz-induced bire-
fringence, resulting in polarization rotation only. (b) Phase-encoding
geometry. The probe polarization is parallel with one of the principal
axes, resulting in phase shifting only.
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3. ANALYSIS
The recovery of THz waveform occurs in two distinct steps.
The first step is the recovery, postinteraction, of the spatio-
temporal electric field of the probe, which can be written
Ep!y; t"! E!y; t" expfi!!y; t"g, where t is time, y is the spatial
coordinate, and E!y; t" and !!y; t" are the probe’s temporal
amplitude and phase, respectively. The second step is the de-
termination of the THz waveform spatiotemporal profile,
ETHz!y; t", from the THz-induced modulations of either the
probe amplitude or the probe phase, depending on the encod-
ing method.

In the first step, Ep!y; t" is obtained from the TEXogram by
applying a single one-dimensional FT operation independently
to each row of the spectral image. The TEXogram is described
by TEX!y;"" # j~Ep!y;""j2 $ j~Er!y;""j2 $ ~Ep!y;""~E%

r!y;""$
c:c:, where " is the optical angular frequency and ~Ep!y;""
and ~Er!y;"" are the electric fields of the probe and reader
pulses, respectively, in the spectral domain. The FT results
in a time-domain signal containing four components corre-
sponding to the four terms of the TEXogram. The first two
terms of TEX!y;"" produce overlapping peaks known as “co-
herence spikes” at t # 0, while the third and fourth terms (i.e.,
“cross terms”), which are responsible for the fringes in the
TEXogram, produce side peaks at t # &#t, where #t is the
delay of the probe behind the reader (Fig. 3). The “convolution
theorem” of FTs identifies the FT of the cross terms with the
complex cross correlation of the electric fields of the probe
and the reader in the time domain; i.e., if the FT is expressed
as FT'TEX!y;""(!t" # A!y; t" $ C!y; t" $ C%!y;"t", where
A!y; t" is the FT of the first two terms of TEX!y;"" and
C!y; t"! FT'~Ep!y;""~E%

r!y;""(!t" is the FT of the first cross
term, then C!y; t" #

R
#

"#

Ep!y; $"E%
r!y; $ " t"d$ is the cross cor-

relation of the probe temporal field given by Ep!y; t" #
FT'~Ep!y;""(!t" with the reader temporal field given by
Er!y; t" # FT'~Er!y;""(!t". For a reader with a suitably short
duration and negligible spectral phase, the side peak in the
FT of TEX!"; y" approximates the chirped probe pulse in both
amplitude and phase: C!y; t" $ Ep!y; t".

In the second step, the THz waveform is recovered by de-
termining the modulation to either E!y; t" or !!y; t". In the
amplitude-encoding method, the transmitted probe amplitude
is given by E2

T !y; t" # 1
2 E

2
0!y; t"'1$ sin!%ETHz!y; t""(, where

%! 2& L
' n

3
0r41, L is the crystal thickness, ' is the optical

wavelength, n0 is the linear index in the absence of THz,
r41 is the linear EO coefficient, and the 0 and T subscripts de-
note field quantities before and after the interaction, respec-
tively. In the phase-encoding method, the transmitted phase is
given by !T !y; t" # !0!y; t" & %ETHz!y; t"=2, where the sign
depends on the choice of principal axis. As E0!y; t" and
!0!y; t" are not simultaneously acquired in TEX, a separate
(“null”) shot in the absence of THz is required. The re-
constructed waveform is thus given by ETHz!y; t" #
%"1 arcsin'E2

T !y; t"=E2
null!y; t" " 1( for amplitude encoding and

ETHz!y; t" # 2%"1'!T !y; t" "!null!y; t"( for phase encoding.
The temporal resolution of the THz waveform retrieval is

determined by two independent factors: the duration of the
reader, which determines the temporal resolution of the probe
electric-field recovery, and the thickness of the EO crystal,
which determines the EOS phase-matching bandwidth. Calcu-
lations simulating the probe field retrieval process in both
phase- and amplitude-encoding configurations for a 45 fs
reader confirm accurate reconstruction of the encoded signal
for frequencies beyond %8 THz , which is the resolution limit
set by the 200 (m GaP crystal. The limitation to the temporal
range of the detection is set by the bandwidth and spectral
resolution of the imaging spectrometer, which must be cap-
able of resolving the spectral fringes over the full bandwidth
of the probe.

4. RESULTS
Figure 4 shows a sample THz spatiotemporal waveform image
acquired using TEX in the amplitude-encoding configuration.

Fig. 3. (a) Simulated TEX interferogram in the absence of THz show-
ing interference in the spectrometer between copropagating probe
and reader pulses separated in time by 2:5 ps. (b) Modulus of the
FT of the interferogram in (a) showing a broad side peak at 2:5 ps,
which represents the amplitude of the cross correlation between
the probe and reader electric fields. (c) Simulated TEX interferogram
with THz present. (d) Modulus of the complex FT of the interferogram
in (c), showing a THz-induced modulation in the side peak amplitude.

Fig. 4. Data showing (a) THz spatiotemporal waveform extracted
from the raw interferogram and (b) lineout of waveform at y # 0 mm.
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The measured waveform is nearly single cycle and displays
sharp temporal features of order 100 fs , illustrating the need
for high temporal resolution. The waveform also exhibits
strong spatiotemporal coupling, in the shape of an “X,” as
was described by Jiang and Zhang [20], which can be under-
stood in terms of a variation of the Gouy phase shift and
focused-waist size with wavelength.

To diagnose the structure of the electron bunch, the spec-
trum of the THz waveform shown in Fig. 4 was calculated and
compared with theory. The spatial and temporal features of
the spectral image were modeled (Fig. 5) by using CTR emis-
sion theory [26] with the inclusion of collection and propaga-
tion effects. To accurately model both the low- and high-
frequency parts of the spectral image, two bunches of differ-
ent duration and charge (90% of the charge in a 140 !m-rms
bunch and 10% in a 50 !m bunch) were required. Comparison
of a one-bunch model (containing only the longer bunch) with
the two-bunch model shows that the contribution to THz
emission above !0:75 THz comes entirely from the shorter
bunch, despite its small relative charge [Fig. 5(c)]. This high
sensitivity to the presence of the shorter electron bunch is an
important confirmation of the practicality of the THz-based
diagnostic for characterizing LPAs, since the high-energy,

low-charge electron-bunch component of interest is often ac-
companied by a lower-energy component containing the bulk
of the charge. The electron energy spectrum, measured simul-
taneously, does, in fact, show a two-component distribution
with a large thermal component and a smaller “quasi-
monoenergetic” component. The importance of recovering
the spatial variations in the THz waveform is illustrated by
the strong spatial dependence of the spectrum of the focused
THz pulse: the higher-frequency component from the short
bunch is more localized to the axis. A spatially integrated tech-
nique would under-represent this component, thus diminish-
ing sensitivity to the presence of the short bunch. In addition,
because the transverse focal size of a given spectral compo-
nent is strongly dependent on not only the wavelength but also
the spectrally varying far-field intensity distribution, the nice
correspondence between the data and model of the shape of
the spectral image provides a confirmation of the THz emis-
sion patterns predicted by CTR theory.

5. CONCLUSION
A new single-shot technique (TEX) is demonstrated for mea-
surement of ultrafast phenomena resulting in temporal phase
or amplitude modulations. TEX provides high temporal reso-
lution and one-dimensional imaging simultaneously for the
first time in EOS, enabling analysis of spatiotemporal and spa-
tiospectral coupling in THz waveforms. TEX is significantly
easier to set up than previous high-resolution, single-shot
EO techniques because it does not require the use of nonlinear
processes other than the linear Pockels effect used for EOS.
Because TEX is linear in the probe field strength, low-power,
low-cost, unamplified laser systems may be used, making it
highly accessible. In addition, its dual phase- and ampli-
tude-encoding capability makes it applicable to a wide range
of phenomena. The temporal resolution is set by the duration
of the reader pulse, and can be made smaller than the intrinsic
limitation set by phase matching in the EOS process. The sin-
gle-shot temporal detection window is tunable in the range of
several to tens of picoseconds and limited by the bandwidth
and spectral resolution of the spectrometer. Numerical analy-
sis confirms the capability of TEX to reproduce THz wave-
forms in both temporal and spectral domains without
significant distortion in both phase- and amplitude-encoding
configurations. Waveforms of THz pulses generated as CTR
from an LPA were measured using the amplitude-encoding
configuration and analyzed. The resultant THz spectral images
were used to demonstrate the presence of heterogeneous
electron-bunch structure from the LPA. The dependence of
the THz spectrum on the electron-bunch duration makes it
possible to detect the presence of short electron-bunch
substructure with high sensitivity.
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Fig. 5. (a) Power spectrum of THz waveform in Fig. 4. (b) Spectral
image calculated using a two-bunch model. (c) Lineouts of spectral
images for data (black dotted line), a one-bunch model (blue dashed
line), and a two-bunch model (red solid line). Comparison shows that
a two-bunch model yields a significantly better fit than a one-bunch
model.
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